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2.7. References
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3. Preparation of Tables and Figures

3.1. Tables
Tables should be numbered, and cited, consecutively throughout the paper,
and provided on separate pages at the end of the MS, not embedded in the
text. Each Table should have a caption. For layout of analytical data, see
tables published in previous issues. Authors should send published
analyses of igneous rocks to the UK~IGBA file.

3.2. Figures
Illustrations should be numbered, and cited, consecutively throughout the
paper. A list of figure captions should be provided on a separate page after
the References; figures and figure captions should not be embedded in
the text. A scale should be shown on the figure (e.g., a bar scale on a
photomicrograph), rather than giving magnifications in the caption, in case
figures are reduced or enlarged. Large figures can be subdivided for repro-
duction on facing pages. Fossil illustrations should be illuminated top left.
Figures in PDF format are sufficient for submission purposes. Should a
paper be accepted for publication, high-quality electronic files will be
requested. Detailed guidelines for their production are available on request
from the RSE’s Journals Officer (publications@royalsoced.org.uk)

4. Proofs and offprints
A typeset PDF proof of an accepted paper will be sent to the corresponding
author for checking. 25 offprints (with covers) of a published paper are
provided gratis and additional offprints may be ordered (in batches of 25)
when checked proofs are returned. A PDF of the final published paper (the
‘Publisher’s Version’) can be supplied on request to the Journals Officer.

5. Copyright/Open Access
The RSE now operates a ‘hybrid’ Open Access model for its journals, for
accepted papers submitted on or after 1 April 2013. On acceptance, authors
will be given the option of having their papers published either under a
regular publication agreement or under a fully Open Access agreement.
Under the regular publication (‘Green’) option, authors will be asked to
sign the Journal’s standard transfer of copyright form. If authors choose the
full (Gold’) Open Access option, they will be asked to sign the alternative
Open Access form and, upon payment of a one-off Article Processing
Charge (APC) of GBP 1,780/USD 2,835 (for papers accepted from August
2015 onwards), the final published Version of Record will be made freely
available to all in perpetuity, and will be published under a creative
commons licence, enabling its free re-use and re-distribution. Please note
that publication under a fully Open Access agreement is part of the
Cambridge Open Option. For more details, please see: http://journals.
cambridge.org/action/displaySpecialPage?pageId=4576.

Authors are also asked to ensure that any electronic versions of
their papers clearly state EESTRSE as the official original place of
publication.
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